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ABSTRACT

Background: Mosquito borne diseases are the cause of many different disease syndromes and
deaths in animals, both wild and domesticated, and humans of all ages and ethnicities. Though El
Paso, TX is located in an arid region, mosquito populations are still rapidly growing in urban and
agricultural communities and so are the mosquito borne illnesses. The most common vectors
associated with mosquito borne illnesses in El Paso County are Culex quinquefasciatus, Culex
tarsalis, and Aedes aegypti. Vector management is often the primary option to prevent and
control outbreaks of mosquito borne illnesses and very often utilize fogging as the primary
method to do so.
Objective: The goal of the study was to investigate the effectivity of mosquito fogging completed
by El Paso Vector Control in reducing mosquito population densities in agro-urban environments
and preventing mosquito borne diseases. Effectivity was estimated by determining the
statistically significant differences in mosquito population density after fogging treatment
compared to historical data for the same sampled environments when not fogged.
Methods: Collaboration with the department of El Paso, TX environmental services vector
control program and the biosciences Mosquito Ecology and Surveillance Laboratory (MESL) at
the University of Texas at El Paso was done via data compilation from both sources for mosquito
surveillance results. Historical mosquito surveillance data from the years 2015 and 2016 were
retrieved from the MESL mosquito collection sites selected due to the relative proximity of a
standing water reservoirs, ditches, canals…etc. Vector Control geographic informational system
activity map was used to identify fogging times near these locations during 2015-2016.
Historical mosquito surveillance data was statistically compared against fogging status to assess
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if there was a significant decrease in mosquito population density that could prevent mosquito
borne disease outbreaks.
Results: During 2015, usual fogging procedures, which was sporadic, showed no significant
difference in overall mean vector abundance within agro-urban or flood prone areas, yet in 2016
there was a significant decrease (Kruskal Wallis p=.001) in mean vector abundance in these
same areas after fogging treatments per routine mosquito surveillance site. Mean mosquito count
from environments that was not fogged was 57.5% higher compared to mosquito trap results that
were collected within 1 week of fogging. This may be a result of increased frequency (52.6%
increase of fogging compared to 2015) in neighborhoods where fogging was done near the
location where traps were placed to collect mosquitoes.
Along with an increase in fogging, it was also found that if the frequency of fogging was
more consistent with shorter time intervals between each treatment session and therefor
concentrated during the season peak mosquito abundance (August and September), more sites
showed a decline in overall mosquito count not only when fogged but overall. Paradoxically
though, if fogging was done minimally and sporadically, mosquito populations were found to be
higher than counts when fogging had not taken place at all.
According to Poisson regression analysis, overall there was a 17% decrease in female
mosquito count per fogging session compared to a 39.5% increase per times the area was not
fogged.
Conclusion: This study suggests that data from mosquito surveillance programs that routinely
collect mosquito pools for virus testing in areas being fogged by city vector control programs be
used as an indicator of the effectivity of vector control procedures, on virus prevalence and/or
possible virus transmission in the area as it can provide information on the practical application
vi

and real world effect of such procedures. Results of the analysis were converted into a
geographical informational system and submitted to El Paso Vector Control along with a
regression analysis and report for future mosquito control reference.

Keywords: Vector Control, Mosquito Borne Illness, Effectivity, El Paso TX, GIS, Mosquito
Surveillance
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Vector management is often the primary option to prevent and control outbreaks of mosquito
borne illnesses and very often utilize fogging as the primary method to do so. Fogging is done
with any device that creates a “fog” or mist typically containing an insecticide and is commonly
used as a cost-effective alternative for pest/vector control. Most often this is done in a reactive
manner, in which it is only “implemented in direct response to vector, virological/serological, or
disease surveillance results in present time” (Eisen et al., 2009).
This vector control technique has its benefits, such as being a fallback when all other
approaches have failed (such as inadequate community involvement in eliminating or controlling
mosquito development sites, lack of access to households for insecticide application, consistent
and multiple mosquito control code violations…etc.) and it can also be effective in “stopping or
changing the temporal pattern of outbreaks or transmission over longer time periods” (Eisen et
al., 2009). However, there are drawbacks to this type of reactive approach, such as exceeding
program budget and or man power in the constant case by case application of insecticides.
Furthermore, if the vector control response is too late in an outbreak it may not be able to
effectively prevent accelerated spread of the virus to humans and or there may not be enough
human or material resources available for both a comprehensive and rapid deployment that
satisfies the needs of large urban or geographical areas (Eisen et al., 2009).
Rapid increase in the incidence of mosquito borne illnesses in new urban environments
require urgency in action of vector control and public health programs as they are the first
defense against wide spread outbreaks. Few studies have been done to assess vector control
efficacy of most control approaches, including approaches in arid environments that possess
unique obstacles to mosquito treatment such as rapid evaporation of insecticide applied in
1

fogging (Britch et al., 2010). Moreover, for example, for dengue virus control approaches most
of studies have investigated the impact of interventions on dengue vector indices alone, rather on
the incidence of dengue cases (Donegan & McCall, 2016). Therefore, few studies have been
designed to measure the efficacy of vector control approaches on surveillance of mosquitoes for
viruses.
Due to rising concerns for Zika, combined efforts from El Paso Public Health Department
and El Paso Environmental Services’ Vector Control have aggressively focused on decreasing
amounts of mosquito populations especially in urban locations through education, public
awareness, and mosquito treatment such as source reduction fogging and canal larvicide
treatment. Yet El Paso has the highest trends of mosquito borne illness infections along areas
near water reservoirs such as agro-urban settings.
Historical vector control data for El Paso indicated that there was no statistically
significant changes in mosquito population trends from 2014-2016 and preliminary data shows
that mosquito populations seem to rebound quickly after a single fogging treatment. This is
primarily important since El Paso city Vector Control does not do regular routine fogging, but
instead focuses most of its efforts in response to nuisance calls (pest response program) and not
an appropriate vector control program for mosquito-borne diseases. Studies should be made to
investigate the effectivity in current fogging patterns in preventing mosquito borne diseases to
provide a future reference for more effective vector control using current mosquito surveillance
data.
This study focused on determining the effectiveness of existing insecticide application
through fogging to prevent, control, and decrease mosquito population density associated with
mosquito borne viruses. Effectiveness was estimated by determining the statistically significant
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differences in mosquito population density after fogging treatment compared to historical data
for the sampled environments.
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CHAPTER 2
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Recent studies conducted in El Paso, TX found that people living in proximal distance to water
reservoirs are 2.5x higher risk to acquire a mosquito borne viral infection. El Paso Vector
Control primarily fog as a response to community complaints on mosquito nuisances instead of
practicing routine, patterned fogging application. In areas, close to irrigation canals or water
reservoirs, the primary focus of mosquito control is through larvicide treatments rather than
fogging. With such high risk for mosquito borne infections and a lack of routine insecticide
fogging application near such environments, studies should be done to assess the effectiveness of
existing insecticide application through fogging in proving better preventive practices in
controlling and decreasing mosquito population density associated with mosquito borne viruses.
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CHAPTER 3
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
Due to mosquito borne illness outbreaks being complex in their nature, proactive vector
control monitoring requires an integrated multidisciplinary surveillance system to broaden its
impact. This not only includes variety of mosquito treatment such as adultacides and larvaicides,
but also community participation (Bellini, Xeller,& Van Bortel, 2014) and use of geographic
information system (GIS) technology (Fuentes et al., 2008). Community participation is best
done when there is public outreach educating the importance of personal protection of mosquitos
including daily habits of applying insect repellent and clearing potential artificial breeding sites
near homes (Bellini, Xeller,& Van Bortel, 2014) (Rydzanicz, Long, & Becker, 2009). GIS
technology not only helps create a visual model of “spatial patterns for exposure to [arbovirus
incidences] …but also provides crucial information facilitating allocation of resources to the
areas most in need of vector and disease control” (Fuentes et al., 2008). These resources can be
even more effectively used if they are combined with historical environmental and mosquito
surveillance data that can be used as a forecasting tool for breeding sites and risk areas (Neeley,
2016) (Roldan, 2012).

Vector Control and Mosquito Surveillance in El Paso
City of El Paso Vector Control policies and procedures for mosquito complaint and inspections
are meant to inform and educate citizen in the El Paso county area on mosquito control and
measures and what protection must be taken outdoors. Mosquito prevention is often done by
locating abandoned homes and areas that may be ideal mosquito breeding cites, providing
citations for repeated code offenders, mosquito fogging, completing door-to-door surveys,
treating canals with larvicide, and responding to public complaints regarding mosquito
5

populations. Larvicide treatment is completed in municipal water reservoirs such as canals,k
holding ponds, ditches, etc. during early spring and redone in the middle of summer to prevent
mosquito larval growth and is checked periodically to ensure larval control (D. Soto, personal
communication, September 2, 2016).
Fogging treatment is not done on a routine basis but instead based on public complaint of
mosquito nuisance or a human case of mosquito infection reported by the El Paso Public Health
Department. Prior to fogging, vector control sets light and gravid traps to collect mosquito
samples, if populations exceed 25 mosquitos, fogging is applied within 24 hours of trapping and
results of traps are sent to state laboratories for mosquito identification and testing for virus.
Results of mosquito trappings (mosquito count, mosquito identification, and viral results) usually
take a week to receive (D. Soto, personal communication, September 2, 2016).
For fogging, Vector Control utilizes Fyafanon ULF insecticide and Scourge insecticide
with Resmethrin/Pipronyl Butozide 4% + 12% MF Formula II mid-summer to prevent mosquito
insecticide resistance. Fyfanon ULV is an organophosphate and Scourge is a synthetic pyrethroid
meant to treat organophosphate resistance mosquito species and midge insects. Fogging is done
during the early morning hours except on days when it is windy or rainy and applied using the
800 MD Pheonix Fogger or Guardian 95 ES Fogger on the back of pickup trucks traveling less
than 20 mph with a flow rate of 2.1 fluid ounces per minute and fog particles of 18-50 microns
mass median diameter. Consistency in application is measured via computer module readouts on
all fogging machines. Spatial tracking of fogging is made available to the public via GIS map on
the El Paso Vector Control website (D. Soto, personal communication, September 2, 2016).
Follow up trapping is also done within the week of fogging to reassess mosquito
population count. If the results still exceed 25 mosquitos per trap, they fog once again within 24
hours (D. Soto, personal communication, September 2, 2016).
6

Risk of Mosquito Borne Illness in El Paso, TX
Though El Paso is located in an arid region, mosquito populations are still rapidly
growing in urban and agricultural regions and so are the mosquito borne illnesses. The most
common vectors associated with mosquito borne illnesses in El Paso County are Culex
quinquefasciatus, Culex tarsalis, and Aedes aegypti. Per the Texas Arbovirus Surveillance
Program, the following table demonstrates the incidence rates of human infected with mosquito
borne viruses within the El Paso county for 2016 as of October compared to rates in 2015 and
2014 (DSHS arbovirus activity report week #43, 2016), (DSHS arbovirus activity report week
#48, 2015), (DSHS arbovirus activity report week #52, 2014). The results do not include Zika
which made its first appearance the summer of 2016 totaling to 3 travel associated cases 1 being
a pregnant woman.

Table 1. Mosquito Borne Illness Incidence in El Paso County 2014-2016
Chikungunya

Dengue

Eastern
Equine
Encephalitis

Saint Luis
Encephalitis

West Nile

West
Nile
Fever

West Nile
Neuroinvasive

2014

2

3

0

3

7

8

2015

2

3

0

0

2

14

2016

0

0

0

0

2

3

Total

Deaths

28

4

39

9

5

0

Presumtive
Viremic
Blood
Donor

1

Only West Nile cases have been acquired locally, and all other infections were imported from
other countries by travelers.
Context of the El Paso, TX, US-Mexico Border Region
Located in the heart of the Chihuahuan Desert, El Paso, TX. lies at the intersection of Texas,
New Mexico, and Chihuahua, Mexico. Though a desert climate with over 302 days of sunshine,
7

El Paso monsoon season extends from July to September receiving an average of 9.7 inches of
precipitation that commonly results in flash flooding (El Paso County Profile, 2015).
El Paso, Texas is the largest urban area in west Texas with a rapid growing population
estimated at 835,593 and per census information, is 98% urban with an estimated population
density of 711 per square mile (El Paso County Profile, 2015). El Paso county had an 11%
increase in the number of farms during 2012 using yard flooding or furrow gravity irrigation as
main agricultural practices utilizing storm water or Rio Grande water. Due to the growth of El
Paso city, more agro-urban environments are being created as there is continual urban sprawl
towards the east of the county.
With a population that is 81% Hispanic, a median annual household income of $40,081,
23% of the population living in poverty (El Paso County Profile, 2015), and a fluid binational
border city that combined with CD Juarez, Mexico encompasses 2,700,000 residents, El Paso has
unique features that make it a challenge for public health an create an urgent need for stronger
surveillance and tracking of communicable diseases, environmental factors, and other influences
on health (Office of Border Health, 2014).
Agro-Urban and Flood Risk Areas in El Paso TX
Though only 2% of El Paso is agricultural, the sections that are utilizing flood irrigation from
canals still comprise a considerable large section of land as demonstrated in the map below
created by El Paso Water Utilities (El Paso Water Utilities, 2007). Note the map only shows
accessibility for those who have parcels less than two acres and have El Paso city water rights
and so does not completely show the extent of the total land dependent on irrigation.
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Figure 1: El Paso Water Rights Map: Sections that are utilizing flood irrigation from canals. Shows
accessibility for those who have parcels less than two acres and have El Paso city water rights.

Both the upper and lower valley (indicated in the pink and blue shaded areas) are some of the
oldest districts in El Paso and have a predominately large disparity between household incomes
and education levels compared not only to each other but to the rest of the El Paso county.
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Those in the lower valley are predominately low economic status and only 63% of adults have a
high school education (Educational Attainment in Lower Valley, El Paso, Texas, 2015).
In 2011, a study utilizing a windshield survey conducted here in lower East El Paso by Cardenas
et al. concluded that flooding of yards with water from canals increased West Nile Virus disease.
Those living in a zip code that were 0.5km away from the nearest irrigation canal had a 2.5fold
increase in risk of acquiring West Nile Virus than those living at least 4.6 km away.

Figure 2: Distribution of laboratory confirmed cases of West Nile disease comparison to Urbanization and Canals/ditch location.
Cardenas et al., 2011. Figure A shows canals located in urbanized areas and Figure B shows West Nile disease infection rates

Areas that are prone to flood risk not only increase chances of a variety of infectious
diseases, but stagnant water may create long term breeding grounds for mosquito populations
that may be difficult to treat in the future (Ivers & Ryan, 0206). During the event of natural
disasters, population displacement may result in outbreaks because of exposure to newly created
habitats for mosquito vectors (Kouadio et al., 2012). Collins, Jimenez and Grineski (2012) found
that after the floods of 2006, 0.5% of participants of the population-based survey acquired West
10

Nile Virus as a direct result from the increased mosquito exposure after the floods. Though this
may seem in comparison to the 401 participants, 17% experienced headaches,10.8% experienced
rashes or hives, 6% experienced dizziness, 3.3% experienced fever, and 21.4% experienced
muscle stiffness. All symptoms related to mosquito borne viruses. This is not meant to suggest
that all experienced such virus infection, but due to no serological testing being done during this
study, there may be higher rates or no cases of West Nile human viral infections than were
originally reported.

Historical Mosquito Species Data Trends in El Paso, TX
The following data shows mosquito count collected during typical surveillance cycles conducted
by the Mosquito Ecology and Surveillance Laboratory from the University of Texas at El Paso
during the years 2014-2016. Despite minor fluctuations within months, and not considering
weather variations during the years for each time period, there does not seem to be a decline in
mosquito count despite more progressive vector control measures for the years.
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Figure 3:Yearly number of female Aedes aegypti collected by MESL in El Paso, TX 2014-2016

Figure 4: Yearly number of female Cx. quinquefasciatus collected by MESL in El Paso, TX 2014-2016
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Figure 5: Yearly number of female Culex tarsalis collected by MESL in El Paso, TX 2014-2016

Preliminary Data Regarding Vector Control Fogging Treatment
Initial Pre-and Post-Fogging Environmental Assessment
An assessment for background environmental conditions was conducted two days prior to
mosquito treatment (Friday October 7, 2016) and two days after fogging (Wednesday October
12, 2016). This was done to assess whether environmental conditions, such as water pH, should
be taken into consideration in having a direct effect on the quality of the insecticide and its
ability to control mosquito populations due to environmental changes before or after fogging
(Fishel &Ferrell 2015).
Site Description: Bowman Lateral Canal from Bordeax Dr to 200 ft NW EL Paso Tx
79907 between perpendicular streets Sorbonne Dr and Chantilly Dr as indicated in the yellow
highlighted area in the Google Maps image below. Site is considered agro urban in the Lower
Valley area of El Paso. Canal is proximal to close neighborhoods to the west, a trailer park
13

immediately southeast and two block proximation to Del Valle High School. Source of water for
the canal primarily comprises of storm water and feeds directly to Feather Lake and is used for
flood irrigation for cotton fields that are approximately 500 m south east.

Figure 6: Bowman Lateral Canal from Bordeax Dr via Google Maps: yellow highlighted is the location of Pre-and Post-Fogging
Environmental Assessment, red dots are gravid trap location, and purple highlighted portion is the area fogged by vector control.

Mosquito trapping was also conducted two days prior to treatment (October 10, 2016)
using adult/gravid traps (provided by MESL) at two locations (red dots in Figure 7) along
perimeter of future treated areas at 100 ft intervals. A total of two traps were utilized and
maintained for one 24-hour interval.
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Vector control then fogged the area (Monday October 10, 2016) per the attached google
map along the Bowman lateral canal parallel to Bordeax Avenue as indicated in the purple
highlighted areas in Figure 7. Treatment followed routine guidelines with documentation as
mentioned below including data retrieved from monitor readings on equipment.
Two days after treatment, background evaluation was reconducted as before mentioned to
assess environmental difference of the tested region resulting from fogging before or after
treatment. 24-hour mosquito trapping was conducted two days after fogging (October 18, 2016)
in the same location approximately 30 feet from fogged areas and then repeated one week later
(October 25, 2016).

Table 2: Results from Pre/Post Fogging Environmental Background Assessment

Parameter
Weather Conditions (˚F)

Approximate Water Speed (m/s)
Water Temperature (˚F)
Sheen on Water
Water Color
Turbidity
Electrical Conductivity (v)
Water Hardness
Water Depth (cm)
Water Nutrients tests
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L)
pH

Date
October 6, 2016
85
Partly Cloudy and Breezy,
rained over weekend
20
63
Medium sheen
Mirky brown/clear
Heavy Turbidity
2.8
0
20
Nitrogen- Medium High
Phosphorous-Medium High
29.6
8.49
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October 12, 2016
89
Sunny
Water not moving
66
Sheen difficult to see
Mirky brown/clear
Heavy Turbidity
2.8
0
12
Nitrogen-Medium High
29.3
8.56

Environmental assessment showed no significant change of water or soil quality prior and
post fogging treatments signifying that environmental factors did not have a direct impact on the
quality of the fogging treatment and its ability to control mosquito vectors.

Table 3: Population Results from Mosquito Trapping at Bordeaux canal site

Date
Mosquito Species

October 10,2016

Cx quinn

October 25, 2016

20

October 18, 2016
(Post Fogging)
5

Cx tarsalis

5

0

3

Aedes aegypti

1

5

2

Culicine Male

14

8

8

Total

40

18

32

19

Trapping results indicated an immediate total mosquito population decrease (more than
50%) up to one week post fogging and a definite decline in other insects such as midges that
were caught simultaneously with mosquitos. Mosquitoes that seemed to be most affected were
Culicine species. Two weeks after fogging, total mosquito populations trapped are still fewer
than original trapping results yet show a steady increase once again in Culicine species, primarily
females. This may be a result of natural mosquito life cycles that were not affected since fogging
targets adult mosquito species. Other insect populations such as midges seemed to be
continually controlled through the insecticide as there were none caught during mosquito
trapping. Since numbers are low to begin with though, it is difficult to infer any conclusive
differences which would require extensive weekly intervals to account for natural variations.
16

Studies Regarding Effectivity of Fogging utilized by Vector Control
In a systemic review of 2102 articles conducted by Esu, Lenhart, Smith & Horstick (2010),
found that most studies where applying vehicle-mounted aerosol generators (fogging machines)
to peridomestic spaces for dengue vector control showed mixed results in reducing immature
mosquito indices and adult mosquito populations. Few studies showed insect reductions using
pyrethroids, pyrethrins and organophosphates. However, reductions were not sustained for long
periods, and mosquito populations returned to at least the same level or higher than pre-treatment
within a few days or weeks. In the discussion, the systemic review did not find any conclusive
evidence that peridomestic spraying reduces dengue transmission. The only study that found a
drop in dengue incidence was associated with extensive emergency vector control campaigns
utilizing multiple space sprays. Most studies though did not schedule successive spray
treatments and some studies showed a negative relationship between human dengue incidences
and in sufficiently sustained reductions in vector treatment due to inconsistent spraying.
Use of GIS in Vector Borne Issues
Statistical modeling techniques are frequently incorporated into GIS frameworks to identify
spatial and space-time patterns of vectors and vector borne disease cases. These can be used to
“improve our understanding of how environmental factors affect arthropod vectors and their
influence on the transmission of vector-borne diseases while also predicting future changes in
spatial risks of exposure to vectors and vector-borne activities in response to shifting land use or
climate patterns.” (Eisen & Eisen, 2010)
Examples of using such models were implemented in the introduction of West Nile virus
into North America in 1999 which “spurred a series of similar modeling exercises for abundance
of Culex …vectors and incidence of human WNV disease, which revealed that environmental
predictive factors for elevated mosquito vector abundance or WNV disease incidence among the
17

human population include availability of water sources, elevation, vegetation type, and
temperature related factors. Furthermore, detailed study from the greater Chicago area revealed
that in urban settings factors predicting high WNV disease incidence among the human
population can include environmental factors (presence of vegetation) as well as socioeconomic
factors (income, age, housing age) and presence or absence of mosquito control activities.”
(Eisen & Eisen, 2010)
Healthy People 2020
This study satisfies objective 11 of Healthy People 2020, which is to increase the proportion of
public health agencies that provide or assure comprehensive laboratory services to support
disease prevention, control and surveillance and provide comprehensive laboratory services that
incorporate integrated data management. This was done by streamlining mosquito surveillance
and laboratory results from El Paso Vector Control Program and University of Texas at El Paso
Mosquito Ecology and Surveillance Laboratory to assess the correlation of mosquito fogging,
mosquito population control, and viral incidences near agro-urban areas and be used as a future
reference for vector control measures.
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CHAPTER 4
AIMS, GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of this study was to prevent mosquito borne illness outbreaks in the El Paso US Mexico
Border Region. The goal of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of mosquito fogging
completed by El Paso Vector Control in reducing mosquito population densities in agro-urban
environments and preventing mosquito borne diseases. Control of mosquito population density
was assessed by seeing if there was a statically significant difference in mosquito population trap
samples from environments that had been fogged compared to not having been fogged.
Study Objectives


Determine the differences in means of mosquito vector abundance in areas treated by EL
Paso Vector fogging compared to historical mosquito surveillance data (female mosquito
count) at the same location.



Explore the possibilities of combining historical mosquito surveillance and fogging
results to create a GIS forecasting tool to be presented and submitted to El Paso Vector
Control as a future reference for potential changes to be made in fogging patterns.
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CHAPTER 5
RESEARCH QUESTION AND HYPOTHESIS
Research Question: Is there a difference in mean mosquito count in agro-urban or flood prone
areas after fogging treatments?


Ho I: There is no significant difference in mean vector abundance in agro-urban or flood
prone areas after fogging treatments.



Ha I: There is a significant difference in mean vector abundance in agro-urban or flood
prone areas after fogging treatments.

Research Question II: Is there is a difference in the distribution of the types of mosquito species
collected per trap per fogging status?


Ho II: There is no significant difference in the distribution of the types of mosquito
species collected per trap per fogging status.



Ha II: There is a significant difference in the distribution of the types of mosquito species
collected per trap per fogging status.
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CHAPTER 6
LITERATURE REVIEW
This section will include a general description of what mosquito borne diseases are and the most
prominent virus families comprised of most mosquito borne viral infections. The ecology of
transmission of mosquito borne viral infections between mosquitos and vertebrate organisms will
be explained followed by methods to detect the virus. A description of the most common disease
types in the United States will be discussed including the prevalence of each. Finally a
discussion of the confounding factors leading to higher disease outbreaks and incidences will be
discussed followed by mosquito surveillance and data collection of such surveillance.
Mosquito Borne Diseases
An arthropod borne virus (arboviruses) is a subgroup of zoonotic viruses that are “capable of
replication in both vertebrate and arthropod hosts” (Clemens, 2012). These viruses are
maintained in nature primarily through “biological transmissions between susceptible hosts by
hematophagous arthropods” (Clemens, 2012). Species of mosquito borne viruses are usually
satisfied within five families: Bunyaviridae, Flaviviridae, Reoviridae, Rhabdoviridae and
Togaviridaei.³ The viruses that will be discussed in this study will include selected ones from
Flaviviridae and Togaviridae families.
Mosquito born disease transmission is usually through the bite of a mosquito that
“became infected by feeding on a viremic host and that become infective over a period of
intrinsic incubation during which the virus replicates,” (Clemens, 2012).
Ecology
Passage of viral infection between vertebrates and mosquito host, commonly referred to
horizontal transmission, is a cycle that involves two episodes of transmission and two phases of
replication (Clemens, 2012). Virus is ingested by a mosquito while feeding on a from a viremic
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vertebrate. The virus then replicates within the new host and accumulates within the salivary
glands of the mosquito. When these infected mosquitos feed again, the accumulated virus is
transmitted in the saliva of the insect to a new vertebrate host, that if susceptible, become
infected with the virus. The virus then replicates in the secondary vertebrate host where it
accumulates within the bloodstream and internal organs.
Female mosquitos are responsible for spread of infections, since they are the ones that
take blood meals prior to laying their eggs. Since females may ingest blood from different
vertebrates, they may also become dually infected, meaning they acquire different viruses, thus,
resulting in a superinfection within 24 hours after taking the bloodmeal (Clemens, 2012). This
then enhances the evolution of virus by reassortment and making it readily transmissible by bite
to an amplifying host creating an enzootic cycle (Clemens, 2012). Amplifying hosts (such as
horses, birds, pigs, rodents) are those that, when infected by a virus, develop a viremia of
sufficient titerre and duration to infect blood-feeding females of mosquitoes (Clemens, 2012).
Because mosquitos feed on these amplifying hosts, infections rates within populations of
susceptible hosts species increase thus. Yet within urban environment, humans are often the sole
host species as vectors become synanthropic because of the ecological shift that urban sprawl
and the development of artificial mosquito habitats within human living areas that have been
created.
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Table 4: Representative mosquito-borne arboviruses, with summarized details of their vectors and vertebrate hosts. (Taken from
The Biology of Mosquitos Table 44.2 pgs 94-95)

Virus

FLAVIVIRIDAE
Flavivirus
St. Louis
encephalitis
virus
West Nile Virus

Enzoonotic or epizootic cycles
Established or
Amplifying
Putative
Hosts
Vectors

Transmission to dead-end hosts
Bridge Vectors Dead-end
Hosts

Cx. tarsalis, Cx.
nigripalpus, Cx.
pipens, Cx.
quiquefasciatus
Culex species

Cx. tarsalis, Cx.
nigripalpus, Cx.
pipens, Cx.
quiquefasciatus
Aedine
mosquitoes

Humans

Culex

Humans

TOGAVIRIDAE
Alphavirus
Chikungunya
Aedes aegypti,
virus
Culex spp.
Eastern/Western Culex spp.
equine
encephalitis
virus

Passerine and
other birds
Birds

Humans

Humans
Small mammals
and birds

Horses, Humans

Humans not only provide the blood meals but also create mosquito breeding habitats such
as various containers that retain water, including: pots, tires, bird baths, toys, pools, paint cans,
trash cans, unsealed septic tanks, animal pet food containers, leaky water meters, water storage
containers, etc. Breeding habitats for Culex species (West Nile Virus Vectors) include open
pools created by rainwater, water accumulation in yards that are watered from the canal (valley),
pools formed from overflow of streams and river, sewers, reservoirs, etc. These artificial habitats
are used by mosquitoes to deposit eggs submerged in water or soil and then hatch when
moistened, potentially leading to vector problems even in arid environments (Mosquito Life
Cycle, 2012). With human blood meals, so proximate and endless artificial habitat sources,
mosquito born infections may escalate quickly in densely populated urban dwellings as seen with
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the Zika outbreak in Brazil within recent years (Musso, 2015). Detection of the virus is crucial
in epidemiological investigations to prevent outbreaks from occurring.
Detection Methods
“Key steps in epidemiological investigations of an arbovirus is to establish which mosquito
vectors or vertebrate amplifying hosts are infected” (Clemens, 2012). Although diagnostic assays
are meant for clinical medicine, they are also commonly used for epidemiological studies. An
arbovirus infection of humans can be diagnosed with a variety of test to detect virus, and/or viral
RNA as the most conclusive method. Virus or viral RNA can be detected in the blood at the
onset of infection or acute phase of infection of humans for about 3 to 5 days following infection
and then is cleared by the appearance of antibodies.
When a human becomes infected with a virus, immunoglobulin IgM is the first antibody
to be detected during the first days of infection, about 4 to 5 days and remain detectible for 6-9
months. Once IgG antibody can be detected it remains for many years (Clemens, 2012).
Serological assays can therefore be used to detect these antibodies as diagnostic methods for
long-past infections,” (Clemens, 2012). More common serological tests use
immunofluorescence assay, Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), and reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR).
Disease types and Prevalence
Though mosquito borne illnesses have existed for centuries, and some sources suggest that they
are responsible for killing more people than all wars in history combined, their appearance in the
United States have had the most increase within recent years. As of October 2016, there have
been already 1532 human disease cases reported to the CDC ArboNET The mosquito borne
viruses that are the most concern within the United States as reported by the CDC are: Dengue,
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West Nile Virus, St Louis Encephalitis, Western Equine Encephalitis, Eastern Equine
Encephalitis, La Cross Encephalitis, Zika and Chikungunya (Disease Maps, 2016).
Dengue
Dengue virus has been a world-wide problem since the 1950’s, and is a leading cause of
morbidity and mortality in the tropics and subtropics with 400 million people infected yearly
(Dengue, 2016). Dengue fever, the mild form of the disease and dengue hemorrhagic form of
the disease can be caused by any of the four or combinations of related mosquito viruses
(Dengue 1,2,3, or 4), there is no vaccine and preventive measures primarily comprise of avoiding
mosquito bites. Symptoms of Dengue usually appear 4-7 days after infection from the mosquito
ad last 3-10 days. Symptoms include fever, muscle pain, headache, rash, low white blood cell
count, mild bleeding manifestations with severe symptoms including severe abdominal pain,
persistent vomiting, red spots/patches on the skin, bleeding nose and gums, vomiting blood,
black stools, drowsiness and difficulty breathing. The person is the most infective on the fifth
day, yet aside from mosquito to human transmission, the disease can also be transmitted via
blood transfusion, an infected pregnant mother to the fetus or organ transplant (Dengue, 2016).
Though the disease originates in Asia, it was geographically restricted until its arrival to
South America in the 17th century and has since become endemic in most countries in South,
Central and Caribbean, including norther Mexico. Most human cases that are reported in the 48
continental cases have been associated with travelers and rarely involve secondary transmission,
yet as of October 2016, 260 local cases (mostly in Florida) were reported to the CDC, compared
to 585 imported cases scattered all over the country with 34 of them being in Texas (Dengue
2016).
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West Nile Virus
West Nile did not reach the United States until 1999 when the infection was reported in New
York and believed to have been imported from Tunisia or Israel and eventually led to a large
outbreak that have continued annually within the continental United States. Those who are over
60 years of age are at greatest risk for the disease and 80% of all patients show no symptoms.
The remaining percentage may have headache, high fevers, neck stiffness, stupor, disorientation,
muscle weakness or paralysis and potentially tremors, convulsions or may enter a coma. Less
than 1% of all cases lead to fatal neurological disease where 10% of those patients die
(Neglected Disease, 2016). In the advent that West Nile does progress to a more severe
complication, treatment usually entails IV fluids and respiratory support. Transmission other
than mosquito bites can result from blood transfusions, organ transplants, laboratory exposure
and can be passed from mother to child during pregnancy, delivery or breastfeeding (West Nile,
2016).
As of October 26, there have been a total of 1, 428 cases of West Nile with 52% of those
cases leading to neuroinvasive versions and 62 deaths within 2016 in the United States. Within
Texas, during the same time, there has been 223 cases, 150 of which have been neuroinvasive
with 9 confirmed deaths (West Nile, 2016).
Chikungunya
Prior to 2013, all incidences of Chikungunya were reported within Africa, Asia, and India. Since
the virus emerged in the Americas in 2015, there have been millions of cases in South, Central
and the Caribbean, and thousands of imported cases in many countries of the world. As of
October 2016, 111 cases of the virus disease cases have been reported to the United States, but
most were all travel related except for a single, laboratory confirmed, locally acquired case in
Texas of this year. Symptoms of the disease include abrupt onset of fever accompanied by
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debilitating joint pain, muscle pain, headache, nausea, fatigue, and rash that usually last a few
days but may be prolong to weeks. Occasionally, eye, heart or neurological complications may
arise and maybe death (Chikungunya, 2016).
Encephalitis Viruses
Saint Louis Encephalitis, Eastern/Western Equine Encephalitis and La Cross Encephalitis are
other reported infections that can have high incidences within the United States. All three
viruses may lead to severe encephalitis in patients causing seizures, coma or paralysis with up to
33% mortality rate. Except for La Cross Encephalitis, elderly populations are the highest at risk
and most infections are found along the eastern area of the United States. Fortunately, less than
100 incidences of each disease are found each year, but in 1976 there were 2,000 cases of Saint
Louis Encephalitis reported within the Ohio Mississippi River Basin. Within Texas, none of the
viruses have had higher than 15 cases reported within a year (Saint Louis Encephalitis 2016)
(Eastern Equine 2016) (La Cross Encephalitis 2016).
Zika
A virus that was originally discovered in humans in a rural village of Uganda in 1952, Zika
regained attention when it was diagnosed as the cause of a major outbreak in French Polynesia in
2014 of an estimated 19,000 cases (Emerging Infectious Disease, 2014).
There were approximately 173 infection cases in the Easter Islands recorded in 2014.
Introduction of the virus within the island was believed to be a result from people attending the
Tapati Festival where infected people from French Polynesia who were bitten by mosquito
vectors on the island (Musso, 2015). Since Aedes aegypti and familial mosquitoes are endemic
in the area, transmission was faster due to the tropical climate of the island combined with the
closed environment and high density of the population. In Brazil, August 2014, there was a A’A
World Sprint Championship canoe race held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil where contestants
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participated from French Polynesia, Easter Island, New Caledonia and Cook Islands. It is
believed that it was at this event that infected contestants from the islands introduced the Zika
virus that led to an explosion epidemic during 2015 in Brazil (Musso, 2015).
Since 2014, Zika has spread like wildfire all over South America and just within 2016,
the United States has reported up to 3,879 travel associated infections. The summer Olympics
2016 held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil led to increased fears that there would be more infections that
would be carried to other areas of the globe. Yet CDC reports suggested that the Olympics did
not increase already projected cases of travel associated Zika infections (Division of VectorBorne Diseases (DVBD), 2016). There have been 137 locally acquired infections, majority
occurring within Florida. Within Texas, there have been 231 cases of Zika infections although
all have been travel associated (Maps of Zika in the United States, 2016).
The reasons why Zika has called for increased mosquito surveillance and aggressive
vector control programs are due to the extreme consequences of this elusive infection as an
increased risk for microencephaly in newborn babies when mothers are pregnant during
infection. It is estimated that women who are infected during their first trimester (via mosquito
bite or sexual intercourse with an infected individual) have a 1%-13% chance of giving a birth to
a baby with microencephaly (not including any other Zika related birth or brain defects) (Zika
Virus and Complications 2016). Other symptoms include Guillan-Barre Syndrome whereby a
person’s immune system damaged nerve cells causing muscle weakness and sometimes
paralyses (Zika Virus and Complications 2016). Milder symptoms are relatable to other
mosquito born virus infections: fever, rash, joint pain, conjunctivitis, headaches that last for
several days to weeks (Zika Virus and Complications 2016). Yet the reason why this virus is
elusive is that only 1-2 out of every 5 people who are infected show symptoms which gives an
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elevated risk for transmission via mother to child during pregnancy, blood transfusion, sexual
intercourse, and oral sex.
Confounding factors leading to increased incidents and outbreaks
The reasons why there are large outbreaks of mosquito borne viruses in human populations are
difficult to pinpoint and control. Changes in human behavior, land changes (swamp draining,
urbanization, desertification, etc.) vector control, and changes in agricultural practices have led
to a general decline in mosquito borne illnesses all over the world yet within recent years there
has been either a resurfacing of historical illnesses or new zoonotic diseases.
Because of vector borne illnesses are sensitive to climate, peaks of increased cases of
infections are vary with seasons, most occurring during the summer when it is warmer with more
rainfall. Yet with fluctuations of climate resulting from climate change: longer summers,
warmer overall temperatures and precipitation, changes could possibly result in unprecedented
amounts of vectors and host vertebrates that may exceed the ability to control under regular
circumstances the following year (Gubler et al. 2001). Variations in weather may also lead to
changes in migratory patterns of certain vertebrate host species, introducing enzoonotic viruses
to previously unexposed areas (Gubler et al. 2001).
Increased globalization also has led to circulation of what once was considered isolated
or rural diseases. Tourism, immigration and national/international conflicts has not only led to
transfer of human infections but also domestic, livestock, or agricultural goods that may
unexpectedly have eggs, larva or adult mosquito vectors that are introduced to the new habitat or
may contain the virus strain itself and pass it to local mosquito vectors (Gubler et al. 2001).
Urban sprawl, urban development breaking down existent and developed wild habitats
and ecosystems, have led to an increase of zoonotic diseases and will continue to do so as wild
animal species look for new sources of shelter and food closer to human populations. If these
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developing urban environments comprise of dense human populations, then zoonotic diseases
can quickly evolve from animal to human disease to human to human or human and vector
transmission instead.
The lack of community knowledge and skepticism of mosquito borne illnesses also lead to not
only higher transmission among urban populations but also misrepresentation of prevalence and
incidence rates in certain areas due to potentially infected individuals to not seek medical
attention or misdiagnosis if they do. There still is a popular fallacy that mosquito borne illnesses
are exclusive to areas that have high humidity or rainfall and so many people may not take the
necessary precautions to avoid mosquitos when living in arid environments (Mosquito Life
Cycle, 2012). This may put desert populations at higher risk since more mosquito interactions
are found relatively close to domestic dwellings due to higher presence of artificial mosquito
habitat creation. Because so many of the mosquito borne illnesses have flu like symptoms or
vary in degree of severity, many times infections may be misdiagnosed by healthcare workers or
infected people may never feel the need to seek medical attention.
Finally, mosquito resilience is what arguably could be the single most important factor regarding
increased amounts of mosquito born illness outbreaks. Survival of arboviruses during
climatically adverse conditions is not uncommon with either prolonged cold or hot/dry
temperatures. Many Culicide mosquito species will pass through a dormant phase during which
female mosquitos can vertically infect, or pass on viral strains, to their eggs, though vertical
transmission is not well documented. Aedes mosquitos are similar and have even more resilient
eggs that can be resist desiccation for years, making them optimal for arid environments or long
drought periods. Once climatic conditions improve, the new generation of mosquitos of either
genus hatch and are already infected with arboviruses (Clemens, 2012). Due to rapid mosquito
life cycles and the ability to be dually infected, evolution in both the insect vector and the virus
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has been noted in several studies and can be one of the reasons why there are either new
manifestations of the disease or a change in the etiology. Resistance to insecticide is usually the
result of repeated and prolonged use of the same insecticide used usually by insect/vector
management programs or even among domestic use (Insecticide Resistance, 2016). Not only can
mosquitos evolve to be able to be resistant to the specific insecticide being used, but may
become resilient to a whole class of insecticides, making resources limited to vector control
programs (Insecticide Resistance, 2016). Vector control programs are thus recommended to run
insecticide resilience tests alongside routine vector surveillance.
Vector Surveillance
Successful public health surveillance of mosquito borne illnesses should have two distinct yet
complimentary components. One component should focus on the epidemiological surveillance
measuring human disease to “quantify disease burden and identify seasonal, geographic and
demographic patterns in human morbidity and mortality (West Nile Virus in the United States,
2013). A second component is also epidemiological but has a focus on environmental
surveillance to quantify the intensity of virus transmission in a region to provide a predictive
index of human infection risk. “By monitoring arboviral infection prevalence in mosquito
vectors … and then comparing them to historical environmental and epidemiological
surveillance data, conditions associated with increasing human risk can be detected 2-4 weeks in
advance of human disease onset” (West Nile Virus in the United States, 2013).
Field Surveillance Methodology
Mosquito surveillance is usually done by capturing mosquitos and separating the
population by species and sex. Removal of recently blood-fed females is next followed by
collecting female mosquitoes of a particular species separated into ‘pools’. A ‘pool’ contains a
constant number of mosquitos, e.g. 25, and is done to reduce effort and cost of testing mosquitos
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for presence of virus (Clemens, 2012). Yet, usually when a mosquito population is infected with
an arbovirus, the proportions of infected individuals within that population can be considerably
low. When the infection rate is low in a population, there is a lower probability of detecting
infected individuals. “To detect the presence of an arbovirus and determine its infection rate in
the wild mosquito population, it may be necessary to capture and screen thousands or even
hundreds of thousands of individuals” (Clemens, 2012).
Due to spatial and temporal variability in mosquito populations in a region, successful
mosquito surveillance requires intensive sampling obtained in areas where human and mosquito
contact is common, or infected mosquitoes have been found, and should be collected over
regular periods of time (Clemens, 2012). Active surveillance results are then reported to passive
surveillance databases such as Texas Arbovirus Surveillance Program and eventually ArboNET,
a national arbovirus database that was established to monitor the prevalence of West Nile Virus
in the United States (West Nile Virus in the United States, 2013).
Data Collection from Mosquito Surveillance
From mosquito surveillance, data is used to provide a quantifiable threshold for proactive vector
control efforts since human surveillance is a passive surveillance that relies on the receipt of
information from physicians, labs, and reporting sources (West Nile Virus in the United States,
2013).

Useful tools for proactive surveillance require calculating the following: vector

abundance, number of positive pools, percentage of positive pools, infection rate and vector
index (West Nile Virus in the United States, 2013). Vector abundance provides a measure for
population abundance and can be used for vector control measures although it is not an indicator
of virus abundance since it is more used to identify when a population is increasing. (It should be
noted though that population increase is usually directly related to infection rate increases.)
Number of positive pools is the total number of positive virus mosquito pools in each
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surveillance location and period. This is then separated by species or tally of total positive pools
which can then be used to calculate the percentage of positive pools. Percentage of positive
pools can be used as a rough estimate of the rate of a certain arbovirus in mosquito populations
that are being tested and can be used to compare viral activity over time and place (West Nile
Virus in the United States, 2013). Infection rate is a good indicator of human risk since it is an
estimate of prevalence of virus infected mosquitos in the population. When infections rates are
low Minimum Infection Rates (MIR) are used to calculate the prevalence of infected for every
1000 tested where as an essential method to use to calculate an extent of an outbreak would be
Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) (West Nile Virus in the United States, 2013). Vector
Index provides better predictability than vector abundance or infection rates alone since it
combines the vector species present in an area, abundance of those species, and arboviral
infection rates of each species into a single index. Each Vector index can then be summed to
represent combined estimates for infected vector abundance and predict an increase of human
risk if applicable (West Nile Virus in the United States, 2013).
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CHAPTER 7
METHODS
Study Design
This study followed a secondary data analysis study design using data compilation for mosquito
surveillance and fogging results over years 2015-2016 from both the El Paso, TX Environmental
Services Department for the county of El Paso Vector Control program and the Mosquito
Ecology and Surveillance Laboratory (MESL) at the University of Texas at El Paso.
Description of Data Sample
Sample population for the data were mosquito species located in El Paso County, TX and were
taken from the Surveillance of Mosquitoes for Arthropod-borne Viruses in El Paso County 20122016 Data Project conducted by Mosquito Ecology and Surveillance Lab University of Texas at
El Paso. Sample populations for this data set were retrieved using adult gravid traps around the
El Paso County area at 14 different locations (which were selected based on historical mosquito
nuisances that were most frequently reported to El Paso Vector Control) and are routinely
collected 2 times a week for mosquito species identification, collection site, and pooling by
species, date, and site of collection and submission to the UTEP Bioscience Level III lab for
testing of West Nile, dengue, Chikungunya, and Zika as well as other arboviruses within the
mosquito pools. Mosquito trap results were broken down by mosquito count per species and sex
per pool.
Procedure
Historical mosquito surveillance data from the years 2015-2016 was retrieved from the following
sites due to the relative proximity of a standing water reservoir, ditch, canal…etc. Vector Control
GIS activity map was used to identify fogging times near these locations during 2015-2016.
Standard fogging procedure for each event was monitored using the fogging machine computer
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module report to see that consistent flow rate and insecticide application was done each time.
Physical addresses of each location in located in Appendix A.

Figure 7: Location of mosquito trap sites collected by MESL via Google Maps: Data collected from these sites during 2015-2016
were used in the study

Secondary data analysis was completed using selected data from the following categories
of the original data of identified sites as before mentioned: Total Female Count, Mosquito
Species Identification, and Fogging Status.
A new data set was created using the extracted variables and placed into a new worksheet
using excel. Consistency and errors were checked and the data was then entered into SPSS
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where it will be coded into the following variables: Mosquito Count, Mosquito Species
Identification, and Fogging Status. Once in SPSS, all variables were statically analyzed.
Data Analysis
Variables that were analyzed for this study included: Mosquito Count, Mosquito Species
Identification, and Fogging Status.
Mosquito count is a scale variable that was subsetted for female count larger than 0.
Descriptive statistics for normality include value for skewness, five-point summary, histogram
and interpretation and is included in Appendix B.
Mosquito Species Identification variable was an ordinal variable type and was coded into
five levels: 1= Cx quinquifasciatus, 2=Cx, tarsalis, 3=Aedes aegypti. Descriptive statistics for
included frequency and valid percent represented via bar plot per level of species and are
included in Appendix C.
Time Interval after Fogging is an ordinal variable type that was coded into: 1=Not
Fogged, 2=Within 1 week of Fogging, 3=Within 2 weeks of Fogging. “Not fogged” status
(2015-2016) for each cite location was used as a control comparison against actual fogging
results per year within the same site location since there is no routine pattern that El Paso Vector
Control uses in fogging that can be used as a control comparison. Descriptive statistics for
univariate analysis was conducted, including frequency and valid percent represented via bar plot
per level of fogging status and are included in Appendix D.
To assess if there was a significant difference in mean mosquito count in agro-urban or
flood prone areas after fogging treatments, mosquito count was descriptively compared to
Fogging Status using a five-point summary for each level and presented via side by side boxplot.
To assess if there was a significant difference in the distribution of the types of mosquito
species collected per trap according to fogging status, a descriptive comparison was done using
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Fogging Status and Mosquito Species Identified using a percentage cross tabulation for each
level and presented via side by side boxplot.
A regression analysis was done to predict mosquito population density per week fogged
or per week that the area was not fogged.
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CHAPTER 8
RESULTS
2015 Results
Descriptive tests and normality for Female Mosquito Count showed that female mosquitoes
were not normally distributed. Based on the histogram (Fig. 12 Appendix B) female count was
not symmetric, not bell shaped and skewed (skewness value = 1.324). Hence, Female Mosquito
Count was not treated as normally distributed. Median count of female mosquitos per trap
sample was 12.00, with a minimum count of 1 and a max count of 30 per trap sample (Fig. 13,
Appendix B).
Descriptive tests for Mosquito Species Identified showed that more than half of the 855
trap samples of mosquitos observed were Cx.quinquefasciatus. During 2015, 54% of the
mosquitos that were examined from mosquito trap samples were Cx.quinquefasciatus, 14.7%
were Cx tarsalis and 23.7% were Aedes aegypti, the rest were other species (Fig. 16, Appendix
C).
Descriptive tests for Time Interval after Fogging showed that a great percentage of
mosquitos in trap samples were collected when fogging had not taken place (Fig. 18, Appendix
D). Among 856 mosquito trap samples taken within 2015, 78.5% of them were not conducted in
an environment that had been fogged whereas 10.8% of the traps were conducted within 1 week
of the environment being fogged by El Paso Vector Control and 10.8% of the traps were
conducted within 2 weeks of the environment being fogged by El Paso Vector Control.
Because Female Mosquito Count in 2015 was found to be not normally distributed,
nonparametric test for a significant difference of Female Mosquito Counts per Interval of Time
after Fogging variables was done using the Kruskal Wallis Test. The same tests and format were
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done to see if there was a significant difference of Female Mosquito Counts per Interval of Time
after Fogging per collection site (specific addresses are in Appendix A). Specific bivariate
analysis and boxplots for each site are included in Appendix E. A chi square test for level of
significance between both variables was done using the Likelihood Ratio.
As demonstrated in Fig. 8, there appeared to be no difference between lowest and highest
values of mosquito count by interval of time after fogging during 2015. There was no change in
median mosquito count for levels of fogging status. There was no significant difference in the
mosquito count by fogging status during 2015. (Kruskal Wallis test p-value = .440)

Figure 8: Mosquito Count per Time Interval after Fogging 2015: The count of mosquitos that were collected within one week of
fogging, two weeks of fogging or not fogged at all.
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As seen in Fig. 9, though each count of mosquitos per species were reduced after fogging,
there is no significant difference between mosquito count by species affected by time interval
post fogging, according to the Likelihood Ratio (p=.674).

Figure 9: Time Interval after Fogging and Count of each Mosquito Species Identified in 2015: Fluctuations of counts per mosquito
species by time interval after fogging.

Nonparametric tests for significant differences of Female Mosquito Counts per Interval of
Time after Fogging variables showed that there was a significant difference for three sites as
summmarized in Table 5: Carter Scott, Las Pompas, and Judge Bean. When completing mean
ranks, there was a difference for count taken when the area was not fogged (151.06), count taken
within one week of fogging (185.00) and count taken within two weeks of fogging (199.62) at
Carter Scott site samples. Mean ranks for count taken when area not fogged (94.00), count taken
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within one week of fogging (125.55) and count taken within two weeks of fogging (121.33) at Las
Pompas site. Mean ranks differed for count taken when area not fogged (59.17), count taken within
one week of fogging (78.24) and count taken within two weeks of fogging (64.08) at Judge Bean
site.
All sites that showed a statistical significant difference between mosquito counts per
fogging status demonstrated a higher mosquito count within one week of fogging compared to
counts collected when there was no fogging done. Two out of the three sites were fogged only
once and Judge Bean (which was fogged 6 times) was fogged solely during August through
September.
Table 5: Mosquito Count per Time Interval After Fogging Per Collection Site for 2015
Physical Times
Address Fogged

Average Count Not
Fogged
n

Willie
Mays
Las
Pompas
Carter
Scott
Judge
Bean
La Jolla
Tigua
Circle

Average Count
Within 1 Week of
Fogging
N
Std
Dev.
7.53
15 10.217

Average Count
Within 2 Weeks of
Fogging
n
Std.
Dev.
5
18
7.799

Kruskal
Wallis
Test

2

5.78

230

Std.
Dev
7.860

1

2.23

171

4.401

2.36

11

1.748

3.58

21

3.988

p=.049

1

10.04

271

11.042

14

20

11.379

17

21

13.601

p=.019

6

1.01

71

1.27

2.12

33

2.147

1.48

25

2.33

p=.039

5
3

4.02
3.204

107
128

5.836
2.50

2.68
3.436

28
13

4.922
2.85

4.17
1.81

42
16

4.922
1.682

ns
ns
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ns

2016 Results
Descriptive tests and normality for Female Mosquito Count showed that female mosquitoes
were not normally distributed. Based on the histogram (Fig. 14 Appendix B) female count was
not symmetric, not bell shaped and skewed (skewness value = 1.395). Hence, Female Mosquito
Count was not treated as normally distributed. Median count of female mosquitos per trap
sample was 3.00, with a minimum count of 1 and a max count of 27 per trap sample (Fig. 15,
Appendix B).
Descriptive tests for Mosquito Species Identified showed that more than half of the 756
trap samples of mosquitos observed were Cx.quinquefasciatus. During 2016, 51.3% of the
mosquitos that were examined from mosquito trap samples were Cx.quinquefasciatus, 13.1%
were Cx tarsalis and 25% were Aedes aegypti, the rest were other species (Fig. 17, Appendix C).
Descriptive tests for Time Interval after Fogging showed that a great percentage of
mosquitos in trap samples were collected when fogging had not taken place (Fig. 19, Appendix
D). Among 856 mosquito trap samples taken within 2015, 71% of them were not conducted in
an environment that had been fogged whereas 18.3% of the traps were conducted within 1 week
of the environment being fogged by El Paso Vector Control and 10.6% of the traps were
conducted within 2 weeks of the environment being fogged by El Paso Vector Control.
Because Female Mosquito Count in 2016 was found to be not normally distributed,
nonparametric test for a significant difference of Female Mosquito Counts per Interval of Time
after Fogging variables was done using the Kruskal Wallis Test. The same tests and format were
done to see if there was a significant difference of Female Mosquito Counts per Interval of Time
after Fogging per collection site (specific addresses are in Appendix A). Specific bivariate
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analysis and boxplots for each site are included in Appendix E. A chi square test for level of
significance between both variables was done using the Pearson Chi-Square .
Figure 9 shows that there appeared to be a difference in the distribution of mosquito
count by fogging status during 2016. Ranges differed by 7 in mosquito count collected in an
environment that was not fogged compared to those that were collected within one week of
fogging. There was a range increase in mosquito count taken within one week of fogging to two
weeks of fogging by 5 mosquito count. There was a 57.5% decrease of median mosquito count
from environments that was not fogged to compared to one week of fogging.
There was a significant difference in mosquito count by fogging status during 2016
(p=.001). Mean ranks differed for mosquito counts collected in an environment that was fogged
(395.38), in an environment that had been fogged within one week (325.71) and in an
environment within two weeks of having been fogged (350.87).
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Figure 10: Mosquito Count per Time Interval After Fogging 2016: The count of mosquitos that were collected within one week of
fogging, two weeks of fogging or not fogged at all.

Though each count of mosquitos per species were reduced during both years, there is no
significant difference between mosquito count by species affected by fogging status per the
Pearson Chi-square test (p=.247) in 2016 as demonstrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 91: Time Interval after Fogging and Count of each Mosquito Species Identified in 2016: Fluctuations of counts
per mosquito species by time interval after fogging.

Despite there being a significant difference between female mosquito counts taken per
time interval of fogging in 2016, nonparametric tests showed that no individual sites showed a
statistical significance in results in mosquito count per fogging status despite average counts
taken within one week of fogging were lower than average mosquito counts collected when
fogging had not taken place as summarized in Table 6.
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Table 6: Mosquito Count per Time Interval After Fogging Per Collection Site for 2016

Physical
Address

Times
Fogged

Average Count Not
Fogged

Average Count
Within 1 Week of
Fogging

Average Count
Within 2 Weeks of
Fogging

n

n

N

Willie Mays

1

3.14

174

Std
Dev
5.139

Las Pompas

3

4.44

174

6.399

4.07

30

4.07

4.71

31

6.729

ns

Carter Scott

3

6.07

410

8.512

3.87

31

5.818

5.71

28

7.736

ns

Judge Bean

9

0.78

32

.975

0.66

38

.878

1

15

.655

ns

La Jolla
Tigua Circle

4
3

4.89
3.204

63
97

7.550
2.175

2.04
1.40

70
30

3.113
1.773

1.74
1.50

23
12

2.88
1.732

ns
ns

Limonite
Circle

1

1.52

71

1.714

1.39

28

1.685

0.82

17

1.845

ns

4.47

17

Std.
Dev.
4.47

4.75

Kruskal
Wallis
Test

8

Std.
Dev.
6.649

ns

Prediction Model
Because Female Mosquito Count is considered “count” data and Time Interval after Fogging is a
multilevel ordinal variable, a Poisson regression was run to predict the number of female
mosquitoes caught in 2016 based on whether the environment was fogged or not. For every time
an area was fogged, the female mosquito count was .829 (95%CI, .733 to .938) times more
within a week of fogging, a statistical significant result, p = .003. For every time an area was not
fogged at all, the female mosquito count was 1.395 (95% CI, 1.266 to 1.536) times more, a
statistical significant result, p <.001.
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Table 7: Parameter Estimates for Poisson Test using 2016 data

A note though, data failed the Good Fit Test indicating that there may be an overdispersal
of data which violates the Pearson dispersion test. This may affect the validity of the prediction
model results and should be used cautiously.
Report to Vector Control
Data was compiled into a GIS using Excel 3D PowerMap and was presented with Vector control
along with a condensed report of the findings of this study. Because 3D Power Maps creates
interactive GIS, only a screen shot of a portion of 2015 GIS is displayed below in Fig 11.

Figure 12: Sample Screenshot of 2015 GIS Compilation presented to Vector Control
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CHAPTER 9
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Limitations and Strengths
Because this was a novel study combining raw data from different programs, there were some
limitations. One major limitation was the consistency in the location of mosquito surveillance
collection sites. Only data from 2015-2016 was utilized as there was a change in mosquito
surveillance collection sites from 2012 to 2015.
The study does not show overall mosquito population density as it only focused on female
mosquitos that were caught due to females being the vectors for arboviruses. This should be
kept in mind when using these procedure in providing a complete reflection on the effectiveness
of fogging.
Another limitation was that amounts of samples per data set were dependent on how
many mosquitoes were caught per female species with a max of 30 per sample. As a result, areas
with higher mosquito counts per species of mosquitos had greater amounts of samples for
comparison and only pools with female mosquitos were used for comparison. For example, Site
A may have 150 mosquitos and Site B had 98 mosquitos. Site A had 80 males, 60 mosquitos
were Cx. quinn and 10 Cx tarsalis. Site B had 45 males, 7 Aedes aegypti, 45 Cx quinn, 3 Cx.
tarsalis. Site A would only provide 3 data samples and Site B would provide 4 samples despite
having a lower mosquito count originally trapped. This could have affected the significance of
each comparison in the tests showing why there was a decline in mosquito population densities
but not a statistical significance in the difference.
Because the mosquito surveillance data was not originally collected with the intent of
using it as a method to reflect efficacy of fogging treatments, details regarding factors that could
affect fogging approach were not consistently annotated such as wind speed, trap cover,
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temperature, time of day of trap, humidity, distance of trap from street where fogging would take
place, …etc. Also, since the traps were in specific private dwellings, there was a lack of
consistency of checking whether there were mosquito breeding grounds in each location that
may have affected the original mosquito count available.
Despite the limitations of this study, strengths still derive from consistent historical data
during extensive weekly intervals from the same sites that account for natural variations that
sporadic trappings cannot reflect. Because MESL mosquito trapping is consistently done twice a
week every week, historical data at each site provided overall consistent results that was used to
compare fluctuations in vector density along agro-urban areas within the same location and year.
Also, because these traps were located inside yards of homes or within proximal distance of
living areas, results gave realistic understanding of how fogging application may work in real
natural settings compared to lab settings or small controlled environments. Due to the different
items that mosquito surveillance observes, (species, virus presence, mosquito count, etc..)
multiple variables can be analyzed with the same data set. For example, one could not only
analyze how a pesticide affects mosquito count, but could also determine how it affects
mosquitos affected with a virus, or determine which pesticide has the greatest effect on either
variable.

Conclusion
During 2015, usual fogging procedure showed no significant difference in mean vector
abundance in agro-urban or flood prone areas in general, yet in 2016 there was a combined
significant difference (p=.001) in female mosquito count in agro-urban or flood prone areas after
fogging treatments according to routine mosquito surveillance conducted. This may be a result
of increased frequency (52.6% increase of fogging compared to 2015) in areas that vector control
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treated neighborhoods where mosquito traps were placed. Types of pesticide and application
were consistent both years. Data also showed consistency that mosquito populations are reduced
compared to non-fogged amounts up to two weeks post fogging, corresponding to background
assessment data results after a frequency of initial fogging increased. There did not seem to be a
difference in count by species of mosquitos after mosquito fogging treatment for 2015 or 2016.
Despite that there seemed to be a difference in mosquito count after fogging, either
significant or not depending on the year, analysis of mosquito count per site varied greatly
depending on how many times the site was fogged, and even the time of the year that the site was
fogged.
As indicated in Table 5, some locations showed an increase of mosquito count within one
week of fogging compared to average count when it was not fogged. This finding was
comparable to findings in the systemic review conducted by by Esu, Lenhart, Smith & Horstick
(2010) where inconsistent or sporadic spraying resulted in a brief decline of mosquito density
that would return to at least the same level or higher than pre-treatment within a few days or
weeks. This was primarily the case in areas that were fogged three or less times per year. In the
case of Carter Scott location, which had the largest increase in mosquito count after fogging,
records showed that fogging was done exclusively in the beginning of mosquito season.
In contrast though, during 2016, Judge Bean and La Jolla, which showed overall longer
mosquito control not only had more frequent fogging sessions, but fogging sessions were done
within consistent time frames of each other and during mosquito peak season (August and
September).
Sites that were included in the data collection were fogged a total of 29 times during 2016
compared to 19 during 2015. Along with an increase in fogging, the frequency of that fogging
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was more consistent with shorter time periods between each session and concentrated during
mosquito peak season (August and September). Consistent with these results, more sites showed
a decline in overall mosquito count not only in areas fogged but overall.
According to Poisson regression analysis, overall there was a 17% decrease in female
mosquito count per fogging session compared to a 39.5% increase per times the area was not
fogged.
This is to recommend that El Paso Vector control implement a routine fogging pattern
primarily in areas that are prone to high vector abundance including agro-urban or flood prone
areas. Routine fogging patterns would increase the frequency of pesticide application and aid in
the stable control on vector abundance versus the on-call approach that has been implemented
thus far which may also be less cost-effective. This study also suggests that data from mosquito
surveillance programs that routinely collect mosquito pools in areas being fogged by city vector
control programs be used as a tool to measure effectivity of vector control procedures as it
provides information on the practical application and real world effect of such procedures. Both
summary chart, prediction model and a GIS of results will be presented to El Paso County
Vector Control and MESL for reference and comparison for future use.
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CHAPTER 10
MPH CORE COMPETENCIES
The Epidemiological, Biostatistics, Environmental Health, Social and Behavioral Science, and
Health Policy and Management core competencies from the Masters of Public Health Hispanic
& Border Health Concentration Competencies were satisfied through various elements of this
study. By identifying the major mosquito borne infections that face Hispanic and border
communities in the El Paso, Tx region, combining data, and finding a correlation regarding
vector control strategies and mosquito borne illness results, interventions responsive to the
unique needs of the region can be met.
Epidemiological and Biostatistics Core Competencies
Epidemiological data from mosquito surveillance and vector control results was analyzed and
interpreted using biostatistical software to create quantifiable thresholds that will be transferred
into a GIS map which will be orally and visually presented to EL Paso Vector Control and El
Paso Public Health Department as a future reference for changes in fogging patterns and
interventions. A written narrative of results and conclusions from data interpretation will be also
presented along with the GIS map for review and reference purposes.
Environmental Health Core Competencies
Interpretation and analysis of results describe the direct and indirect human, ecological and
safety effects of mosquito vectors of the El Paso, Tx region to help health management programs
design more effective future zoonotic infectious disease intervention plans.
Social and Behavioral Science Core Competencies
Critical stakeholders for the planning, implementation and evaluation of control of mosquito
borne diseases in El Paso, Tx have been identified as El Paso Vector Control, University of
Texas at EL Paso Mosquito Ecology and Surveillance Lab, El Paso Public Health Department
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and secondary stakeholders will include El Paso residents living within agro-urban
environments. Data from all primary stakeholders was analyzed and interpreted for presentation
in order to provide quantifiable feedback on current mosquito borne illness prevention efforts
and serve as a reference for future plans and interventions.
Health Policy and Management Core Competencies
Due to aggressive city vector control efforts being implemented to help prevent mosquito borne
illness outbreaks, especially this year in the El Paso Zero Zika Campaign, this study will help
assess the effectiveness of new recent changes in implementation in order to provide more
focused health management for future years.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: MESL trap sites near standing water reservoirs

Site Number

Physical Address

Zip Code

UTEP S1

10937 Willie Mays Drive

79934

UTEP S5

1354 Las Pompas Road, San Elizario, TX

79849

UTEP S6

452 Judge Bean Circle, Clint, TX

79836

UTEP S7

10407 Carter Scott Place, Socorro, TX

79927

UTEP S8

8101 Tigua Circle, El Paso, TX

79907

UTEP S9

7937 La Jolla Drive, El Paso, TX

79915

UTEP S12

258 Limonite Circle, El Paso, TX

79932
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Appendix B: 2015-2016 General Female Mosquito Count
General Female Mosquito Count Descriptive 2015
Based on the histogram (Fig. 12) female count was not symmetric, not bell shaped and skewed
(skewness value = 1.324). Hence, Female Mosquito Count was not treated as normally
distributed. As shown in Fig. 13, among 855 trap samples, the five-point summary for 2015
female mosquito count is (1, 1.00, 3, 12.00, 30).

Figure 10: Frequency of Number Female Mosquitos per trap Sample in 2015
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Figure 11: Female Mosquito Count 2015: Description of the count of all female mosquitos caught and
used within data.

General Female Mosquito Count Descriptive 2016
Based on the histogram (Fig. 14) female count was not symmetric, not bell shaped and skewed
(skewness value = 1.395). Hence, Female Mosquito Count was not treated as normally
distributed. As shown in Fig. 15, among 855 trap samples, the five-point summary for 2016
female mosquito counts is (1, 1.00, 3.00, 9.00, 27).
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Figure 12: Frequency of Number Female Mosquitos per trap Sample in 2016
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Figure 13: Female Mosquito Count 2016: Description of the count of all female mosquitos caught and used in
data.
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Appendix C: 2015-2016 Mosquito Species Identified

As seen in Fig. 16, among 855 trap samples, 54% of mosquitos examined in 2015 were Cx
quinquefasciatus, 14.7% were Cx tarsalis, 23.7% Aedes aegypti and 7.5% were other
genus/species.

Figure 14: Percentage of Each Identified Mosquito Species 2015: Percentage of total female
mosquitos per species collected and used in data

Figure 17 demonstrates that among 756 trap samples collected in 2016, 51.3% of mosquitos
examined were Cx quinquefasciatus, 13.1% were Cx tarsalis , 25% were Aedes aegypt and
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10.6% were other genus/species. There appears to be a small increase of Aedes aegypti
compared to 2015 and a slight decline of Culicine species.

Figure 15: Percentage of Each Identified Mosquito Species 2015: Percentage of total female
mosquitos per species collected and used in data
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Appendix D: 2015-2016 Percentage of Mosquitos that Were Trapped in a Fogged
Environment

Fig. 18 demonstrates that 856 mosquito trap samples taken within 2015, 78.5% of them were not
conducted in an environment that had been fogged whereas 10.8% of the traps were conducted
within 1 week of the environment being fogged by El Paso Vector Control and 10.8% of the
traps were conducted within 2 weeks of the environment being fogged by El Paso Vector
Control.

Figure 16: Percentage of Mosquitos that Were Trapped in per Time Interval of Fogging 2015
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Figure 19 shows that among 755 mosquito trap samples taken within 2016, 71.1% of
them were not conducted in an environment that had been fogged whereas 18.3% of the traps
were conducted within 1 week of the environment being fogged by El Paso Vector Control and
10.6% of the traps were conducted within 2 weeks of the environment being fogged by El Paso
Vector Control.
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Figure 17: Percentage of Mosquitos that Were Trapped in per Time Interval of Fogging 2016
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Appendix E: Mosquito Count per Time Interval of Fogging for eadch Collection Site
during
2015-2016
Among 271 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female mosquito count at the Carter Scott
location in areas not fogged was 10.04 with a standard deviation of 11.042 and the five-point
summary is (0, 0.00, 4.00, 20.00, 30). Among 20 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female
mosquito count at the Carter Scott location in areas that had been fogged within one week was
14.00 with a standard deviation of 11.379 and the five-point summary is (0, 2.00, 17.00, 24.50,
30). Among 21 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female mosquito count at the Carter Scott
location in areas fogged within two weeks was 17.10 with a standard deviation of 13.601 and the
five-point summary is (0, 1.00, 19.00, 30.00, 30). There appears to be a difference in the
distribution of mosquito count by fogging status using the Kruskal Wallis test (p value = .019).
Mean ranks differed for Not Fogged (151.06), Fogged within 1 week (185.00) and Fogged
within 2 weeks (199.62) as seen in Figure 20.
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Figure 18: 2015 Mosquito Count per Time Interval after Fogging at Carter Scott: Mosquito counts
trapped per level of fogging at Carter Scott.

Figure 21 shows that among 410 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito count
at the Carter Scott location in areas not fogged was 6.07 with a standard deviation of 8.512 and
the five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 10.00, 27). Among 31 trap samples, the mean count for
2016 female mosquito count at the Carter Scott location in areas that had been fogged within one
week was 3.87 with a standard deviation of 5.818 and the five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00,
14.80, 18). Among 28 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito count at the
Carter Scott location in areas fogged within two weeks was 5.71 with a standard deviation of
7.736 and the five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 17.80, 25). There appears to be a difference
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in the distribution of mosquito count by fogging status by looking at the box plot but no
significant difference using the Kruskal Wallis test.

Figure 19: 2016 Mosquito Count per Time Interval after Fogging at Carter Scott: Mosquito counts
trapped per level of fogging at Carter Scott.

Among 230 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female mosquito count at the Willie Mays
location in areas not fogged was 5.78 with a standard deviation of 7.860 and the five-point
summary is (0, 0.00, 2.00, 8.00, 30). Among 15 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female
mosquito count at the Willie Mays location in areas that had been fogged within one week was
7.53 with a standard deviation of 10.127 and the five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 3.00, 11.00, 30).
Among 18 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female mosquito count at the Willie Mays
location in areas fogged within two weeks was 5.00 with a standard deviation of 7.799 and the
five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 9.00, 18). There appears to be a difference in the
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distribution of mosquito count by fogging status by looking at the box plot but no significant
difference using the Kruskal Wallis test as demonstrated in Figure 22.

Figure 20: Figure I: 2015 Mosquito Count per Time Interval after Fogging at Willie Mays: Mosquito counts trapped
per level of fogging at Willie Mays

Figure 23 demonstrates that among 174 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito
count at the Willie Mays location in areas not fogged was 3.14 with a standard deviation of 5.139
and the five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 4.00, 25). Among 17 trap samples, the mean count
for 2016 female mosquito count at the Willie Mays location in areas that had been fogged within
one week was 4.47 with a standard deviation of 6.857 and the five-point summary is (0, 0.00,
1.00, 7.50, 20). Among 8 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito count at the
Willie Mays location in areas fogged within two weeks was 4.75 with a standard deviation of
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6.649 and the five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 2.00, 10.73, 17). There appears to be a difference
in the distribution of mosquito count by fogging status by looking at the box plot but no
significant difference using the Kruskal Wallis test.

Figure 21: 2016 Mosquito Count per Time Interval after Fogging: Mosquito counts trapped per level of
fogging at Willie Mays

Among 171 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female mosquito count at the Las Pompas
location in areas not fogged was 2.23 with a standard deviation of 4.401 and the five-point
summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 2.00, 30). Among 11 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female
mosquito count at the Las Pompas location in areas that had been fogged within one week was
2.36 with a standard deviation of 1.748 and the five-point summary is (0, 1.00, 2.00, 4.00, 5).
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Among 21 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female mosquito count at the Las Pompas
location in areas fogged within two weeks was 3.58 with a standard deviation of 3.988 and the
five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 2.50, 5.50, 12). There appears to be a difference in the
distribution of mosquito count by fogging status using the Kruskal Wallis test (p value = .049).
Mean ranks differed for Not Fogged (94.00), Fogged within 1 week (125.55) and Fogged within
2 weeks (121.33) as demonstrated in Fig. 24.

Figure 22: 2015 Mosquito Count per Time Interval after Fogging at Las Pompas: Mosquito
counts trapped per level of fogging at Las Pompas
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Among 174 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito count at the Las Pompas
location in areas not fogged was 4.44 with a standard deviation of 6.399 and the five-point
summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 6.00, 25). Among 30 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female
mosquito count at the Las Pompas location in areas that had been fogged within one week was
4.07 with a standard deviation of 6.341 and the five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 4.25, 20).
Among 31 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito count at the Las Pompas
location in areas fogged within two weeks was 4.71 with a standard deviation of 6.729 and the
five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 5.00, 21). There appears to be a difference in the
distribution of mosquito count by fogging status by looking at the box plot but no significant
difference using the Kruskal Wallis test.

Figure 23: Figure L: 2016 Mosquito Count per Time Interval after Fogging at Las Pompas: Mosquito counts trapped
per level of fogging at Las Pompas
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Figure 26 shows that among 71 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito count at
the Limonite location in areas not fogged was 1.52 with a standard deviation of 1.714 and the
five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 3.00, 8). Among 28 trap samples, the mean count for 2016
female mosquito count at the Limonite location in areas that had been fogged within one week
was 1.38 with a standard deviation of 1.685 and the five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 0.00, 2.75,
7). Among 17 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito count at the Limonite
location in areas fogged within two weeks was .82 with a standard deviation of 1.845 and the
five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 0.00, 1.00, 7). There appears to be a difference in the distribution
of mosquito count by fogging status by looking at the box plot but no significant difference using
the Kruskal Wallis test.
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Figure 24: 2016 Mosquito Count per Time Interval after Fogging at Limonite: Mosquito counts trapped per level of fogging at
Limonite

In Figure 27, among 71 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female mosquito count at the
Judge Bean location in areas not fogged was 1.01 with a standard deviation of 1.27 and the fivepoint summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 1.00, 7). Among 33 trap samples, the mean count for 2015
female mosquito count at the Judge Bean s location in areas that had been fogged within one
week was 2.12 with a standard deviation of 2.147 and the five-point summary is (0, .50, 1.00,
4.00, 7). Among 25 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female mosquito count at the Judge
Bean location in areas fogged within two weeks was 1.48 with a standard deviation of 2.33 and
the five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 5.00, 11). There appears to be a difference in the
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distribution of mosquito count by fogging status using the Kruskal Wallis test (p value = .039).
Mean ranks differed for Not Fogged (59.17), Fogged within 1 week (78.24) and Fogged within 2
weeks (64.08).

Figure 25: 2015 Mosquito Count per Time Interval after Fogging at Judge Bean: Mosquito
counts trapped per level of fogging at Judge Bean

Among 32 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito count at the Judge Bean
location in areas not fogged was .78 with a standard deviation of .975 and the five-point
summary is (0, 0.00, 0.00, 1.75, 3). Among 38 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female
mosquito count at the Judge Bean s location in areas that had been fogged within one week was
.66 with a standard deviation of .878 and the five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 0.00, 1.00, 3).
Among 15 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito count at the Judge Bean
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location in areas fogged within two weeks was 1.00 with a standard deviation of .655 and the
five-point summary is (0, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 2). There appears to be a difference in the distribution
of mosquito count by fogging status by looking at the box plot but no significant difference using
the Kruskal Wallis test.

Figure 26: 2016 Mosquito Count per Time Interval after Fogging at Judge Bean:
Mosquito counts trapped per level of fogging at Judge Bean

Figure 29 shows that among 107 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female mosquito count
at the La Jolla location in areas not fogged was 4.02 with a standard deviation of 5.836 and the
five point summary is (0, 0.00, 2.00, 4.00, 25). Among 28 trap samples, the mean count for 2015
female mosquito count at the La Jolla location in areas that had been fogged within one week
was 2.68 with a standard deviation of 4.922 and the five point summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 2.75,
25). Among 42 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female mosquito count at the La Jolla
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location in areas fogged within two weeks was 4.17 with a standard deviation of 4.922 and the
five point summary is (0, 0.00, 2.00, 5.00, 29). There appears to be a difference in the
distribution of mosquito count by fogging status by looking at the box plot but no significant
difference using the Kruskal Wallis test.

Figure 27: 2015 Mosquito Count per Time Interval after Fogging at La Jolla: Mosquito counts
trapped per level of fogging at La Jolla

In Figure 30, among 63 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito count at the La
Jolla location in areas not fogged was 4.89 with a standard deviation of 7.550 and the five-point
summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 6.00, 27). Among 70 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female
mosquito count at the La Jolla location in areas that had been fogged within one week was 2.04
with a standard deviation of 3.113 and the five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 3.00, 14). Among
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23 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito count at the La Jolla location in areas
fogged within two weeks was 1.74 with a standard deviation of 2.88 and the five-point summary
is (0, 0.00, 0.00, 3.00, 9). There appears to be a difference in the distribution of mosquito count
by fogging status by looking at the box plot but no significant difference using the Kruskal Wallis
test.

Figure 28: 2016 Mosquito Count per Time Interval after Fogging at La Jolla: Mosquito counts trapped per
level of fogging at La Jolla
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Among 128 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female mosquito count at the Tigua Circle
location in areas not fogged was 3.204 with a standard deviation of 2.50 and the five-point
summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 3.00, 14). Among 13 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female
mosquito count at the Tigua Circle location in areas that had been fogged within one week was
3.436 with a standard deviation of 2.85 and the five-point summary is (0, 0.50, 1.00, 5.50, 11).
Among 16 trap samples, the mean count for 2015 female mosquito count at the Tigua Circle
location in areas fogged within two weeks was 1.81 with a standard deviation of 1.682 and the
five-point summary is (0, 0.25, 1.00, 3.75, 5). There appears to be a difference in the distribution
of mosquito count by fogging status by looking at the box plot but no significant difference using
the Kruskal Wallis test.

Figure 29: 2015 Mosquito Count during Fogging at Tigua Circle: Mosquito counts trapped per
level of fogging at Tigua Circle
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Figure 32 demonstrates that among 97 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito
count at the Tigua Circle location in areas not fogged was 1.44 with a standard deviation of
2.175 and the five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 2.00, 10). Among 30 trap samples, the mean
count for 2016 female mosquito count at the Tigua Circle location in areas that had been fogged
within one week was 1.40 with a standard deviation of 1.773 and the five-point summary is (0,
0.00, 1.00, 3.00, 7). Among 12 trap samples, the mean count for 2016 female mosquito count at
the Tigua Circle location in areas fogged within two weeks was 1.50 with a standard deviation of
1.732 and the five-point summary is (0, 0.00, 1.00, 2.00, 6). There appears to be a difference in
the distribution of mosquito count by fogging status by looking at the box plot but no significant
difference using the Kruskal Wallis test.
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Figure 30: 2016 Mosquito Count per Time Interval after Fogging at Tigua Circle: Mosquito counts trapped per level
of fogging at Tigua Circle
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